BRIEFING
To: Board of Trustees

For the Meeting of:

July 15th, 2019

From: Arjuna George, Fire Chief

Date prepared:

July 11th ,2019

Subject: Mini Rescue 1 (M103)
DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE:
The Districts Mini Pumper (M103) purchased in 2012 is under utilized and overweight for
adequate emergency performance.
BACKGROUND:
The issues with the Mini Pumper (M103) have been discussed at the Facilities and Physical Plant
Committee level and at the Board level. The first stage was to see if the apparatus could be sold
for good value to the community but there has been no interest from potential buyers. We have
identified two other options for board approval.
Recommendation
Option No.1
Remove pump from Mini Pumper 1 (M103) reducing the overall weight by an estimated 2000
lbs. The apparatus would be repurposed as a Rescue unit and a Wildfire capable response
vehicle. With the reduction in water (2000 lb) and pump (2000 lb) the apparatus should provide
years of great service. The pump can be utilized for wildfire use and for training.
The impact of the revision to M103 is minimal and estimated expenditure expected to be only the
mechanical removal of the pump and piping. This modification will allow us to stock the
apparatus with equipment stock currently stored within the fire halls and reduce some of the
equipment load on our frontline Engines.
Option No.2
To outfit the apparatus to meet the Provincial standard for a wildland apparatus for BC
deployment opportunities. The demand for brush style apparatus is rare compared to water
tenders.
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Fire Chief Recommendation:
To approve the repurposing of Mini Pumper 1 (M103) into a rescue truck capable of First
Response, auto extrication, confined space rescue, ice rescue, water rescue, and over the bank
technical rope rescue. The pump from the mini will be repurposed for wildland and training.
Motion:
“To approve the Fire Chief to repurpose Mini Pumper 1 (M103) into a rescue unit and repurpose
the pump unit for wildland and training purposes”.

Prepared By:

Arjuna George, Fire Chief.
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